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LEDER OF COMMENT NO.

August 6. 2008

:3'1

Russell G. Golden

Technica! Director
Financial Accounting Standards Board
401 Merritt 7 U.S.
P.O. Box 5116
Norwalk. CT 06856-5116
RE: File Reference No. 1600-100
Disclosure of Certain Loss Contingencies - an amendment ofPASB Statements No.5 and 14HRl
Dear Mr. Golden:
SAP AG (SAP), a German Corporation listed on the New York Stock Exchange as a Foreign Private Issuer.
appreciates the opportunity to provide comments with regard to the FASB's Proposed Statement.
Disclosure ,!lCertain Loss Contingencies - an amendment ojFASB Statements No.5 and 14J(R) (the
Exposure Draft). While SAP undet>tands the overall objective of the Board to provide enhanced
disclosures about certain loss contingencies to financial statement users, we believe that the proposed
changes, in their current fonn, raise numerous concerns. Any perceived benefits from the proposed
changes would, in our view, be ntinimal as compared to the problems that would be created by adopting the
proposal.
The following is a summary of SAP's main concerns with the additional requirements as proposed in the
Exposure Draft:

•

Lack of Useful Information to Finaneial Statement Users: The proposed required disclosures.
particularly for unaccrued contingencies, would largely he based on highly subjective infonnation.
In many cases, reliable quantitative information is not available due to the speculation or
subjectivity of a plaintitfs damage claim or because the plaintiff has not stated any amount of
claimed damages. Finaneial stalement users would be making decisions based on an entitys "best
estimate" of what the quantitative and qualitative facts are that surround specific contingencies
with such estimates often lacking a reliable basis. Given the unpredictable nature of litigation. the
facts and circumstances that would he used to determine these "hest estimates" are constantly
changing. Thus, only a short time after an estimate has been made. this estimate may not reflect
the status of the contingency.

•

Attomey-Client Privilege and Attorney Work-Product Protection Jeopardized: SFAS No.5. in its
current fonn, has allowed the balance between attorney-client privilege and useful disclosures in
the fmancial statements of companies to endure for over thirty years. In the nonnal course of
litigation matters. entities have the required disclosures prepared and review by in-house and
outside attorneys who are ethically obligated to protect client confidences. Under the proposed
disclosure requirements, it will he difficult for attorneys with knowledge of privileged and
protected information to prepare and assess such quantitative and qualitative disclosures related to
the entitys "maximum exposure" in a lawsuit. the action's "most likely outcome" and f:a<;tors that
affect it. and related "significant assumptionsll, without drawing on and directly or indirectly
revealing the underlying privileged and protected communication.< from which this information
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was derived. If this infonnation were to become public, as it would in a disclosure in public
financial statements, it could possibly become admissible during the course of the litigation. An
effect of the proposed requirements would be for entities to determine quantitative and qualitative
estimates without the ex.pert guidance of counsel in order to avoid risks of waiver of these
privileges that the anorney's required disclosure would create. The, would only serve to diminish
the reliability of the disclosures themselves and thus, provide information that is not useful to
fInancial statement users.
•

The Rvnamics of the Litigation Process will Change: The infunnation that would he required to
be disclosed may, in many cases, reveal an entity's strategy and thinking as to how the litigation
"ill proceed. This will allow the plaintiff the opportunity to reevaluate and change their strategy
based on the disclosed infonnation, thus putring the entity at a distinct disadvantage in the
litigation. In many instances, plaintiffs win not assign an amount to the claim but rather wait and
force the entity to disclose what their "best estimate" is of the potential outcome oflhe claim. This
would unfairly advantage plaintiffs and make it more difficult to fairly resolve litigation.
Disclosure of this quantitative and qualitative infonnation can, and will, be used by others not
currently involved with litigation with the entity, as a strategy to seek settlements or bring claims
against the entity.

•

Litigatioo Arising from the Disclosure Requirements: As a result of the proposed required
disclosures, three types of additional litigation could arise. First, the requirement for entities to
disclose unaccrued contingencies that are considered to be "near term" and of "serious impact!" no
matter what the likelihood ofloss, indirectly encourages the filing of frivolous suits in an attempt
to rorce entities to .ettle cases to avoid having to disclose that an extremely remote possibility
exists of a "serious impact" loss. Otherwise, entities may be forced to disclose such claims only to
have them dismissed in subsequent reponing periods. This would provide fmancial statement
users with unreliable and confusing infonnation and could also have negative consequences to an
entity's share value. Second, litigation can arise from financial statement users who bsve based
decisions on the subjective information contained within the disclosures. There is risk that
subjective disclosures, at any given time. will be deemed erroneous and give rise to litigation over
the error, especially if the entity's share value is affected by the disclosure. Finally, there will
inevitably be litigation surrounding attorney-client privilege and attorney work-product protection.

•

Competitive Disadvantage to the Disclosing Entity: Other companies, such as private companies
that do not publish their financial statements and foreign companies not bound by FASB's rules
and disclosure requirements, will be able to use the proposed required disclosures to their
advantage by. for example, discrediting entities required to ftle the proposed disclosures when
seeking business from common customers. Such disclosures would often be based on incomplete
and/or unreliable infonnation, especially early in litigation. Damage to the entity will be done
regardless of whether or not the claims are ultimately deemed meritless.

•

Inability to Audit to Professional Standards: Tbe proposed required disclosures would not be
susceptible to auditing that is consistent with professional standards since the quantitative and
qualitative assessments required are mostly subjective given the unpredictability of unaccrued
contingencies and the dynamic nature of litigation. By requiring infonnation that is not capable of
being properly audited, there i. a strong risk that the cre<hbility of the disclosures within the
financial statements will be undermined; thus, providing little to no useful information to the
financial statement users.

The Exposure Draft unfortunately does not wholly consider and properly balance the prejudicial impact of
the required disclosures. We believe that financial statement users should be provided with the important
facts underlying loss contingencies to make their own estimates. Such disclosures should however be
limited to publicly available information or information that the reporting entity can mske publicly
available without creating additional risk or increasing existing risks. To avoid information overload and
enable the tinancial statement user to focus on relevant inibnnation Joss contingency disclosures should not
be made for loss contingencies with insignificant probabilities of a loss.
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Attached, please find responses to the questions as requested by the Board related to the Exposure Draft.

Sincerely,

Dr. Christoph Huetten
Chief Accounting Officer

SAPAG

Bromley E. lacobs
Senior Manager of Accounting
SAP America, Inc.

Attaclunent: Responses to questions as requested by the Board
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Attachment: Responses to questions as requested by the Board
The Board requests ,hal constituents provide comments on the fol/owing questions:
1. Will the proposed Statement meet the project's objective ofprol'jding enhanced disclosures about loss
contingencies so that the benefits ofthose discJosuresjustify the incremental costs? ff'hy or why not? What

costs do you expect to incur if Ihe Board were to issue this proposed Statement in its current/onn as a final
Statement? How CQuid the Boardfurlher reduce the costs ofapplying these requirements without
!iign~ficant~v

reducing the benefits?

The proposed Statement would require companies to create costly and time-intensive new
processes to assess unaccrued contingencies. including loss contingencies with very low probabilities of a
loss that have so far not been subject to intensive intemal analysis. The perceived benefits of the proposed
disclosure requirements do not justify the additional cost and time that would be required to provide
disclosures that would be unreliable due 10 the unpredictable nature of litigation .nd the difficultly in
detennining reliable estimates. Costs, and effort, could be reduced by limiting the proposed additional
requirements to such information that is already publicly available and information that is not subjective in

nature.
Further costs would result from the negative impact that such disclosures would have for the
reporting entity:
• Three types of additional litigation could arise as a result of the proposed required disclosures
and would create cost for the reporting entity: First, the requirement for entities to disclose
unaccrued contingencies that are consjdered to be "near tenn" and of "serious impact". no
matter what the likelihood of loss. indirectly encourages the filing of frivolous suits in an
attempt to force entities to settle cases to avoid having to disclose that an extremely remote
possibility exists of a "serious impact" loss. Second. litigation can arise from financial
statement users who have based decisions on the subjective infonnation contained within the
disclosures. There is risk that subjective disclosures, at any given time, will be deemed
erroneous and give rise to litigation over the error, especially if the entity's share value is
affected by the disclosure. Finally, there will inevitably be litigation surrounding attorney,
client privilege and attorney work-product protection .

• Competitive Disadvantage to the Disclosing Entity: Other companies. such as private
companies that do not publish their financial statements and foreign companies not bound by
FASB's rules and disclosure requirements. will be able to use the proposed required
disclosures to their advantage by. for example, discrediting entities required to file the
proposed disclosures when seeking business from common customers. Such disclosures
would often be based on incomplete andlor unreliable infonnation, egpecially early in
litigation. Damage to the entity will be done regardless of whether or not the claims are
ultimately deemed meritless.

2. Do you agree with the Board's decision to include within the scope ofthis proposed Statement
obligation.., that may result from withdrawal from a multiemployer plan for a ponion qf its ~funded benefit
obligations. which are currently subject to the provisions o.fStatement 5? Why or why not?
Not applicable (SAP is not party to a multiemployer plan)
3. Should an entity be required to provide disclosures about lass contingencies. regardless of the likelihood
(~f loss. if the resolution 0/the contingencies is expected to occur within one year of the date of thefinandai
statements and the loss contlngencies could have a severe impact upon the operations ofthe entity? Why or
why not?

Entities should not be required to provide disclosures about loss contingencies. regardless of the
likelihood ofloss, even if the resolution of the contingencies is expected to occur within one year of the
date of the financial statements and the loss contingencies could have a severe impact upon the entitys
operations. This disclosure requirement would require an entity 10 analyze and disclose all potential
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contingencies even if they have been deemed to be remote. provided they meet the terms of the linear term
and "serious impact" rules. This would be burdensome and in many cases result in the disclosure of items
that could be dismissed in subsequent reporting periods. Furthermore, a determination of whether a loss

contingency may meet the "serious impact" criterion may not be possible in a reasonable and reliable
manner. Disclosure of such items may also affect the share value of the entity. We believe that the current
rule, that no disclosure is required if the likelihood of loss is deemed to be remote, better serves the purpose
of financial statements to present relevant and reliable information.

4. Paragraph 10 q(Statement 5 requires entities to "give an estimate of the possible loss or range ofIo.'is or
stale thaI such an estimate cannot be made. .. One offinancial statement users' most signiflCant concerns
about disclosures under Statement 5's requirements is that the disclosures rarely include quantitative
i'!formaJion. Rather. entities often state that the possible loss cannot be estimated. The Board decided to
require entities to dlsc/ose the amount of the claim or assessment against the entity. or. if there is no claim
or assessment amount, the entity's best estimate qfthe maximum possible exposure to loss. Additiona/~v,
entities would be penni/ted, but not required. to disclose the possible loss or range ~floss if they belie)'e
the amount ~f tlte claim or assessment is nol representative of the entity's actual exposure.
Q. Do you believe that this change would result in an improl'emem in the reporting of quantitalh'c
information about loss contingencies? Why or why rwt?

We do not believe that requiring disclosure of quantitative infonnation about loss contingencies
would result in improved reporting. In most cases, stated claims are stated by plaintiffs and are not subject

to any meaningful review, nor do they have any real binding effect in litigation. Furthermore. initial claims
stated by plaintiffs very often do not serve as a reasonable indicator for the final outcome of the litigation
and therefore, only have very limited predictive value. A requirement to make an estimate of the maximum
possible exposure would require entities to develop such estimates, even if during the nomal course of
litigation they would have no reason to assess the maximum exposure to loss to the degree required for
public disclosures. To determine this maximum exposure, or range of exposure, in light of the
unpredictable nature of litigation, and publicly stand behind these estimates would be burdensome and
could put the entity at additional risk for collateral litigation. These estimates would most likely not be
reliable, given the subjective factors used to determine their value and therefore, would not be useful to

financial statement users.

b. Do you believe lhal disclosing the possible loss or ronge ofloss should be required. ralher Ihan
optional, if an entily believes the amount ofthe claim or assessment or its best estimate ofthe maximum
possible exposure to loss is 710/ representative of the entity's actual exposure? Why or why not?
We do not believe that disclosing the possible loss or range of loss should be required, rather than
optional, if an entity believes the amount of the claim or as,qe8sment or its best estimate of the maximum
possible exposure to loss i. not representative of the entity's actual exposure, The entity's ability to
determine an estimate that is reliable and will provide useful information would be extremely difficult,
given the unpredictability oflitigation cases, particularly at the onset of the case. Moreover, as the facts
and circumstances around a loss contingency are constantly changing, an estimate may, only a short time
after it has been made, not reflect the current status of the contingency.

c. If you disagree with the proposed requirements, what quantitative disclosures do you believe would
best fo(fill users' needs for quantitative itiformalum and at/he same time not reveal significant information
that may beprejudiciai to an entity's position in a dispute?
Current requirements of SFAS No.5 provide adequate quantitative disclosures for accrued
contingencies. Amounts accrued under this statement are deemed to be reasonably estimated and can be
properly audited giving a greater reliability to the information presented. Additional quantitstive and
qualitative disclosures for unaccrued contingencies should include information which is already publicly
available such as court filings.
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5. ifa loss contingency does not hal'e a specific claim amount, will an entity be able to prol'ide a reliable
estimate ofthe maximum exp03'ure to loss (as required by paragraph 7(a)) that is meaningfUl/o users? Why
or why not?
As stated previously (see response to questions #4. and #4b), it is unlikely that a reliable measure
of tbe estimated maximum exposure could be detennined tbat would be meaningful to users. This is
particularly true given the unpredictability of litigation. Providing this information, which, in many cases,
would not be reliable, would not serve to address the primary purpose of disclosure which is to provide
financial statement users with reliable infonnation by which they can assess the timing and amount of
future cash flows.

6. Financial statement users suggested that the Board require disclosure ofsell{ement offers made bet. .reen
counterparties in a dispute, The Board decided not 10 require that disclosure because qfien those offers
expire quickly and may not ref/ect the slatus o/negotiations only a short time loler. Should disclosure ofthe

amount ofsettlement offers made by eilher party be required? Why or why not?
We do not believe that entities should be required to disclosure of settlement offers made between
counterpartie, in a dispute. Disclosure of such settlement would have a highly detrimental effect on ongoing settlement negotiations with other parties and would interfere with future settlement negotiations.
Entities currently in settlement negotiations with other parties would be indirectly providing information to
these other parties that could be used against the entity in these negotiations. This same information could
be used by other parties tbat bave not yet entered settlement negotiations with the entity. Providing this
type of information would be prejudicial and would create undue risk and financial exposure to the entity.
Furthennore, we agree with the Board's view that settlement offers expire quickly and do often not reflect
the status of negotiations only. short time later.
7. Will the tabular reconciliation ofrecognized loss contingencies, provided on an aggregated basis.
prOl'ide us~(ul infonnatron about loss cOnJingencies for assessingfuJure cash flows and understanding
changes in the amounts recognized in the financial statements? Why or why not?
The tabuiar reconciliation of recognized loss contingencies, provided on an aggregated basis,
would not provide useful information about loss contingencies for assessing future cash flows and
understanding cbanges in the amounts recognized in the financial statements. The tabular reconciliation
will provide a historical view of recognized loss contingencies. It would be difficult to predict future cash
flows from this information. The unpredictable nature of litigation cases can cause the amounts disclosed
to vary greatly from one reporting perind to another depending on where cases are in the litigation procellS.
This will make extracting useful information from such a disclosure difficult, burdensome, and potentially
confusing to the financial statement users.
8. This proposed Statement includes a limited exemption from disclosing prejudicial in/ormation. Do you
agree that such an exemption should be provided? Why or why not?
Exemptions should be included as part of any proposed cbanges to the current provisions stated
within SFAS No.5. However, providing the additional disclosures as required for unaccrued contingencies
as set forth in the Exposure Draft would, in most cases, be prejndiciaJ to the entity's position. As written,
the proposed exemptions are vague and the requirement to disclose the nature of the exemption could, in
and of itself, be prejudicial to the entity,
9. !fyou agree with prol'iding a prejudicial exemption, do you agree with the '',I/o-step approach in

paragraph Il? Why or why not? ifnol, what approach would you recommend and why?
While we believe thet there should be prejndicial exemption, we also believe that the exemptions
must be far broader than currently defined in the Exposure Draft. Exemptions will most likely be used far
more frequently then currently thought by the Board as the nature of the qualitative disclosures, as currently
proposed, will, in most cases, be prejudicial to the entity.
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10. The International ACCDunting Standard. Board (IASB) continues to deliberate changes to lAS 37,

Pl'Ol·isions. Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets, but has nol yet reconsidered the disclosure
requirements. The existing disclosure requirements oflAS 37 include a prejudicial exemption with
langllage indicating thaI the circumstances under which rhat exemption may be exercised are expected to
be extremely rare. This proposed Statement includes language indicaling that the circumstances under
H'hich the prejudicial exemption may be e.r:.ercised are expected to be rare (instead of extremel.v rareJ. Do
you agree with the Board's decision and, ifso. why? !fnot, what do you recommend as an a/lerna/ire and
why?
As an opportunity for convergence and a means to provide more reliable and useful information to
financial statement users, the Board should consider amending the proposed requirements of the Exposure
Draft to bring SFAS No.5 more in line with the current standards set forth in lAS 37. The current
provision.~ afIAS 37 provide a more balanced approach to providing useful infonnation to financial
statement users while still allowing entities the ability to refrain from disclosing information that would be
prejudicial to the entity and could potentially create undue financial risk to the entity's stakeholders.
lAS 37. while requiring additional disclosures for unaccrued contingencies as compared to the
current provisions of SFAS No.5, does not go so far as to require qualitative disclosures tbat could be
prejudicial to the entity as is currently proposed in the Exposure Draft. Specifically, lAS 37 requires, for
each class of contingent liability, a brief description cfthe nalUIe of the contingent liability, and, where
practicable. an estimate of its financial effect and an indication of the uncertainties relating to the amount
and timing of any outflow. [lAS 37 para 86], If information is not disclosed beeause it is not practicable to
do so, the fact that the information was not disclosed is required to be stated. [lAS 37 para 91].
Under the proposed requirement oflbe Exposure Draft, entities would be required to provide
qualitative disclosures that include, at a minimum, (a) a description of the contingency, including how it
arose, its legal or contractual basis, its current status and the anticipated time of its resolution; (b) a
description of the factors that are likely to affect the ultimate outcome of the conringency along with their
potential effect on the outcome; (e) the entity's qualitative assessment of the most likely outcome of the
contingency; and (d) significant assumptions made by tbe entity in estimating the quantitative disclosure
and in assessing the most likely outcome. [Exposure Draft para 7a], The proposed disclosure requirements
outlined in (a) above are consistent with what is currently required under lAS 37. The proposed disclosure
requirement outlined in (b), (c), and (d) will most likely be prejudicial in nature to the entity, particularly
with respect to litigation cases. Although prejudicial exemptions, as stated in the Exposure Draft, are
deemed to be rare, the exemption process, as proposed, is vague and too narrowly defined and will be used
more frequently than is currently anticipated by the Board. The proposed exemptions do not give entities
adequate latitude to be able to protect themselves from undue [mancial exposure and risk.
Although the exemptions under lAS 37 are expecled to be "extremely rare", the standard does
state that the exemption can be applied in any instance where the information that is to be disclosed would
be prejudicial to the entity. Further, the standard requires instead that disclosure is made of the general
nature of the dispute, together with the fuet tha~ and reason why, the information bas not been disclosed.
[lAS 37 para 92J.
In addition, lAS 37 does not require entities to disclose potential loss contingencies that have been
deemed remote regardless of the potential timing and financial impact of the contingency. [lAS 37 para
86]. This is in direct contrast to the proposed requirement, under the Exposure Draft, for entities to
disclose unaccrued contingencies that are considered to be "near term" and of "serious impact fl • no matter
what the likelihood of loss. As stated previously, this proposed requirement of the Exposure Draft could
lead to undue risks to the entity and its stakeholders.
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II. Do you agree with the description ofprejudicial i~lonnation as information whose "disclosure.
could affect, to the entity's detriment. the outcome ofthe contingency itself'? (f not, how would you
describe or define prejudicial i~formation and why?
We agree. in part. with the description of prejudicial infonnation as infonnation whose "disclosure
... could affect, 10 the entity's detriment. the outcome of the contingency itself'. We believe that the
description ahould be broadened to include ancillary prejudices such as the competitive disadvantage that
could be realized by the entity when other parties us. the entity's di.<elosurea to gain an advantage over the
entity when competing fur business from common customers. Certain disclosures could be used by other
parties even though the information in the disclosures is often based on unreliable information. especially
early in litigation. regardless of whether or not the claims are ultimately deemed meritless.
12. Do you beliel'e it is operational/or entilies to disclose all 0/ the proposed requirements/or inlerim and
annual reporting periods? Should the tabular reconciliation be required only annually? Why or why not?

an

We do not believe it is operational for entities to disclose of the proposed requirements for
interim and annnal reporting periuds. The disclosure requirement, as currently proposed in the Exposure
Draft. would require processes that are far too time-intensive to report all requirements on an interim basis.
Any required disclosures should be made for the annual reporting periods. While we do not believe that a
tabular reconciliation ahould be included in the disclosures, if tabular reconciliation., were to be required,
they ahould only be done for annual reporting periods given the time-intensive processes that would be
required to prepare such disclosures.
J3. Do you believe other information about /08.<; contingencies should be disclosed that would not be
required by ,hi.f proposed Statement? IfSQ, what other information would you require?

SAP believes that the inclusion, in the disclosures, of information that is already publicly available
would provide useful information to the fmancial statement users while not being prejudicial nor creating
undue risk to the entity. Otherwise, SFAS No.5, in its current form. requires sufficient information in its
required disclosures for financial statement users to make informed decisions while still maintaining a
balance between providing useful disclosurea and retaining the sanctity of attorney-client privilege and
attorney work-paper protection.
14, Do you believe iJ is operational for entities to implement the proposed Statement inflSCal years ending
cifler December 15, 2008? Why or why not?
As stated previously, SAP does not support the proposed changes as stated in the Exposure Draft
in its current form. As the Board will need to analyze the comment letters, conduct roundtable discussion,
and potentially reevaluate the provisions contained within the Exposure Draft, we do not envision this to be
resolved in adequate time to be implemented for 2008. Should the Exposure Draft be adopted in its current
form. entities will have insufficient time to properly put in place the time-intensive procedures that would
be required to prepare the new disclosurea. Moreover, entities that are subject to section 404 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act would additionally need time to implement and document internal controls around the
new disclosure processes. We therefore believe that the earliest possible effective date for implementation
of any changes to the current provisions of SFAS No.5 would not be prior to the end of 2009.
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